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ABSTRACT. The degree of lean was found to have a slgDificant innuence on the
longitudinal and transverse shrinkage of three soft maple trees. 'Ibi8 may be accounted
for by differences in the cell wall layer thickness and fibrD angle.

i
A MAJOR PRO8LEW associated with leaning trees

is the development of reaction wood,
which in hardwoods is termed tension wood.
Teosion wood occurring on the upper side of
*: leaning stem. often has a high proportion
. gelatinous fibers in contrast to normal wood,
aich has few, if any. Problems encountered in
. sawing, seasoning, machining, or pulping
. tension wood have been described by many
atbors, for example, Wahlgren (19'7), Bare-
foot (1963), Perem (1964), and Koch and
Hamilton (1968).

The longitudinal shrinkage and cell wall
mcture of tension wood are well documented
., Pillow (19'3), Wardrop and Dadswell
(1"'), Perem (1964), Norberg (1966), Mia
(1968), and others. Much less is known about
6e effect of tension wood on the transverse
6li1ibge of hardwoods. The purpose of this
~, was to determine how the presence of
8sion wood affects both longitudinal and
,~rse shrinkage in soft maple (kif' 1«-
C6.;..", L.) and how it influences specific
pity, lignin content, and the sorption of
~ vapor. A previous study had shown that
ail species, which is being increasingly utilized
.. furniture and pulp, contains larje numbers
~ &datinous fibers (Arganbright and ~~d,
-).

samples with a medium number of gelatinous
fiben. Tree 3 had a lean of 28 degrees and was
chosen to provide samples with a large numberof gelatinous fiben. -

Six l2-inch-thick disks were removed from
each tree: five disks. which divided the mer-
chantable height into four equal segments. plus
one at breast height. From each disk, a 3-inch-
wide. pith-centered slab was sawn from bark to
bark. The slabs were cut parallel to the grain in
the plane of the lean; in Tree 1. this plane was
determined by the slight lean in the upper
aown. Each slab was then reduced to a series of
tangentially paired I-hy-I-by-l2-inch samples
with planed surfaces. The three trees gave a
total of 110 such samples.

The l2-inch-long samples were trimmed to
a uniform length and then cut into microtome,
sorption, and shrinkage specimens. Miaotome
blocks 0.7' inch long were cut from ~ end
of the specimens. These blocks were used to
obtain I/2-inm-square miaotome sections 20
miaoos thick. The percentage of gel5.tin.~-.$
fibers was determined by the method of Ac, bright and Bensend (1968). ~ image of a

stained miaotome section wa projected onto a
grid system, and a count made of the number
of gelatinous fibers and the total number of
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Procedure
Three soft maple trees approximately 4S

JI8IS old, Jocated on a river bottom site in
Ctatral Iowa, were used to provide the sample
8ita:ial. The three trees were chosen on the
ieUOWins basis: Tree 1 had no lean except for
I slight amount in the upper crown and was
- to provide control samples. Tree 2 bad 10
~ of lean and was chosen to provide
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Tobl. 5. - CELL WALL LAYER THICKNESS AND FI8RIL
ANGLE AS RELATED TO LEAN IN SOFT MAPLE

(MANWILLER (1967)).

Lean

O'

Laon 10.1 uon 200.

G G

Primary + 51 O.51~
Fibril An,/e 44"

5. Layer 1.40~
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1.011'
25.

.311'
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1.401'4
15.

3.221£

.7.~a
.'

2.93~ 1,721'
2.211'

1 '8 percent ,elatinovs fibers.
s 41.5 percent gelatl_s fibers.

a Rem.ine4 in ,I . ,.rtiy ..,.Nt8d.

both instances, the upper side radial shrink-
age was less than that on the lower side'.)

4) The' uppe-r side of Tree 3 had the lowest
tangential shrinkage of all three- trees. This
occurred even though the' spe-cific gravity
was higher than that of either side of Tree
1 (zero. lean) or Tree 2 (10. lean).

, ) The pe-rcentage of gelatinous fibers was
highly corre'lated with longitudinal shrink-
age on the uppe-r side of Tree 2 but was not
significantly correlated on the upper side
of Tree 3.

6) The specific gravity was slightly higher on
the uppe-r side as compared with the lower
side for Tree 2, but the opposite was true
for Tree 3.
In a separate project conducted in the same

laboratory but using different trees, Manwiller
(1967) obtained the cell-wall-1ayer thickness
and fibril angles presented in Table ,. The're
were distinct differences in the cell walls of a
tree leaning 10. and one leaning 20.. In the
tree with 10. lean, the S. layer was thicker and
the G layer thinner than for the tree with 20.
lean. Also, the G layer remained in place during
microtome sectioning in the samples from the
10. tree but was detached in the samples from
the 20. tree. The fibril angle for both the S.
and G layers in the 20. tree was double that of
the 10. tree. The S. layer was not observed in
the 10. tree but was in the 20. tree.

The results reported by Manwiller (1967)
appear to explain some of the differences We
observed between Tree 2. (10. lean) and Tree ,}
(28. lean). The greater longitudinal shrinkage
of tension wood in the 28. tree would be ex-
pected. not only because of reduced lignificatil)Q
of the upper side. but also by the larger fibril
angle in the S. and G layers as well as tbe-;.
presence of an S. layer in severely leaning trees...
Norberg and Meier (1966) separated fragments:
of the G layer from microtome sections loci
found no appreciable longitudinal shrink~
upon drying. Using polarized light, they obit
served a strong birefringence in the S. as wdat
as the SI layer. This indicated to them that in1
creased longitudinal shrinkage of tension w*~
must be due to the large fibril angle of the S~
layer. Our data appear to substantiate this

Our data show Tree 2 (10. lean) to
higher specific gravity on the upper side
Tree 3 (28. lean) to have higher specific
ity on the lower side. Manwiller's data
that the S. layer on the upper side of a 10. ~
is much thicker than for the 20. tree and thIt,~
the G layer makes up only 27 percent of the ceO
wall for the 10. tree as compared with 43 per-
cent of the 20. tree. If the G layer has lower
density, this would account in part for the dif.
ferences in specific gravity.

The relationship of degree of lean to the
properties of tension wood appears to explain
some of the discrepancies found in the litera-
ture. Excessive lean seems to result in an ex.
treme stimulus on the upper side of the tree. As
compared with an intermediate lean, our data :
indicate a thinner S. and thicker G layer. the I
presence of an S. layer, greater fibril angles in I
the S. and G layers, lower lignin content, and
a lower specific gravity on the upper side (com- '

Ipared with the lower side).
In the tension wood zones, it would appear I

that the variables of cell-wall organizatioo,
Ilayer thickness, and fibril angle may partly ex-

plain the differences in density and both lon-
gitudinal and transverse shrinkage between trees
of medium and high degrees of lean.

It is possible that discrepancies in the
literature may be due to some researchers using
trees with a high degree of lean and others
using trees with an intermediate lean. As a
result, tension wood has been reported to have
higher specific gravity by some researchers and
lower by others. There has been much disagree.
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snent on the relationship of tangential and radio
al shrinkage to the presence of tension wood,
and this also may have resulted from difference
in the degree of lean in the trees used.

The variables used in our study do not fully
explain the fundamental difference between the
shrinkage of nonleaning and the upper and
lower sides of leaning trees. The properties of
tension wood will not be fully explained until
more information is known about the physical
and chemical variations in the cell-wall structure
of leaning trees.
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Summary
Interrelationships in silver maple (At".

J4((harinNm L.) between number of gelatinous
fibers and longitudinal and transverse shrinkage
were studied. Data were obtained on the effect
of lignin and specific gravity on these param-
eters. As expected, longitudinal shrinkage was
sreatest on the upper side of the leaning trees
and increased with increase in lean. Radial
shrinkage was less on both the upper and lower
sides of the leaning trees than in the nonIean-
ing control. The tension wood, however, shrank
less radially than the corresponding underside
wood. Tangential shrinkage was greater on
both sides of the tree with a 10. lean than for
the control but lower on the upper side and
higher on the lower side of the 28. leaning tree
than for the control. The two leaning trees
displayed a number of other differences that
may account for the discrepancies in the litera-
ture about the properties of tension wood.
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